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Topology optimization for near-junction
thermal spreading of electronics
in ballistic-diffusive regime

Zheng-Lai Tang,1 Yang Shen,1 Han-Ling Li,1 and Bing-Yang Cao1,2,*

SUMMARY

Hotspots in electronic devices can cause overheating and reduce performance.
Enhancing the thermal spreading ability is critical for reducing device tempera-
ture to improve the reliability. However, as devices shrink, phonon ballistic ef-
fects can increase thermal resistance, making conventional optimizationmethods
less effective. This paper presents a topology optimization method that com-
bines the phonon Boltzmann transport equation with solid isotropic material
with penalization method to optimize high thermal conductivity (HTC) material
distributions for thermal spreading problems. Results show that the contrac-
tion-expansion structure can effectively reduce thermal resistance. Optimal dis-
tributions differ from that based on Fourier’s heat conduction law, and only the
trunk structure appears in optimized layouts due to the size effect. Additionally,
HTC material with longer mean free paths tends to be filled around the heat
sourcewith a gap in a ballistic-diffusive regime. This work deepens understanding
of thermal spreading and aids in thermal optimization of microelectronic chips.

INTRODUCTION

The high integration and miniaturization of chips lead to a continuous increase in the theoretical maximum

power of chips, exemplified by Intel’s latest chip exceeding 120 W.1 However, this extremely high power

density results in elevated chip temperatures, which can reduce reliability, performance, and lifespan.

Therefore, it is crucial to develop efficient thermal management technologies to effectively dissipate

heat from chips and address these challenges. Hotspots are a common issue in electronic devices due

to non-uniform heat generation during chip operation.2,3 Yet the self-heating effect in electronics, such

as high electron mobility transistors (HEMTs), is mostly confined to a small region about 100 nm beneath

the gate, whereas the channel and substrate layers have a total thickness in the hundreds of microns

range.4–6 It will cause a significant near-junction spreading resistance when heat is transferred from a small

hotspot to a much larger region.7,8 Furthermore, as device size decreases, the ballistic transport of pho-

nons can further increase thermal spreading resistance, leading to higher hotspot temperatures.9 There-

fore, thermal optimization for the near-junction thermal spreading is crucial for the design andmanufacture

of advanced electronic devices for their reliable operations.10

One of the most useful methods to improve the heat dissipation capacity of thermal spreading is to use

high thermal conductivity (HTC) materials, alike the volume-to-point problem.11–13 One approach is to

apply the nanofilm of HTC materials, such as diamond or graphene, to the top surface of the device.14,15

Due to their ultra-HTC, with diamond having a thermal conductivity of approximately 400 W/m$K and gra-

phene having a thermal conductivity of 1300–2800W/m$K, thesematerials can effectively dissipate heat. As

a result, incorporating 1–4 mm diamond or 4 nm graphene into the design of electronic devices can help to

reduce the temperature of the device and improve its overall performance. Another option is to incorpo-

rate limited HTC materials into the electronics inside the device. The filled HTC materials can construct

heat conduction pathways that efficiently extract heat from the hotspot thereby reducing the device tem-

perature.16 Due to the limited space within the chip, the amount of filledmaterial must be restricted. There-

fore, the optimization problem can be reduced to, finding HTC material distributions that reduce system

temperature to a minimum value with a fixed filling rate. Many optimization methods have been developed

for this type of material distribution optimization problem based on Fourier’s heat conduction law,

including constructal theory,11 bionic optimization methods,17–19 topology optimization,20–22 simulated
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annealing,23 genetic algorithms,24,25 etc. Among these methods, topology optimization is an increasingly

attractive approach because it can change the topological configuration of the structure and has the high-

est degree of freedom in theory.26

Topology optimization is a mathematical method to optimize the material layout within a given design

space.26 The proposal of solid isotropic material with penalization (SIMP) facilitated the transition of design

variable to the continuous which increased feasibility and generalizability.27 Most of existing works of ther-

mal topology optimization use Fourier’s heat conduction law to describe the heat conduction process.20–22

However, in semiconductors, the primary heat carriers are phonons, whose mean free paths can range from

nanometers to several micrometers.28 As the characteristic length of modern electronic devices reduces,

the size of hotspots can be comparable or even smaller than the phonon mean free paths (MFPs).29 In

this regime, Fourier’s heat conduction law becomes inapplicable, and ballistic-diffusive heat conduction

emerges.30–32 Phonon ballistic effects can significantly impact the heat transport mechanism and increase

thermal resistance.33–36 In this case, Fourier’s heat conduction law-based optimizations may mislead ther-

mal designs or even worsen heat dissipation. For typical semiconductor materials like gallium nitride (GaN),

the phonon MFPs are generally much larger than 100 nm.37 But in GaN HEMTs, the size of the hotspot is

around 100 nm and the thickness of the buffer layer is between 1 and 3 mm, which results in a strong ballistic

effect. Previous studies used dynamics theory and topology optimization to address non-Fourier’s law ther-

mal management issues, but their optimization goal was only to minimize temperature differences at spe-

cific points.38 Therefore, it is necessary to develop the new optimization techniques that can account for

non-Fourier, and thoroughly examine the influence of phonon ballistic effects on the thermal optimizations.

In this paper, we propose a new topology optimization method that couples the phonon Boltzmann trans-

port equation (BTE) and SIMP for ballistic-diffusive heat conduction. Using the method, we conducted

material distribution optimization for the thermal spreading problems, which is a representative hotspot

system in electronic devices. The principle and mechanism of material filling in the thermal spreading pro-

cess is analyzed and the influence of phonon ballistic effects is investigated thoroughly. This work can pro-

vide amore in-depth understanding of the thermal spreading process in a ballistic-diffusive regime and can

be helpful for the thermal optimization of advanced electronic devices.

RESULTS

Basic structures of thermal spreading problem

The typical structure of GaN HEMTs, as shown in Figure 1, is a multi-layer thin film structure. It starts with a

substrate made of silicon carbide, onto which a buffer layer made of GaN is grown. The thickness of the

buffer layer is usually 1–3 mm. On top of the buffer layer, a barrier layer composed of AlGaN is grown,

with a thickness of 10–30 nm.6 Due to the polarization of the GaN and AlGaN heterojunction interface, a

two-dimensional electron gas is generated at the interface. The main heat generation area during

HEMT operation is the conductive channel, which has a thickness of several nanometers under the two-

dimensional electron gas. The size of the hotspot is about 100 nm. However, the sum of the thickness of

the buffer layer and the substrate is greater than 100 mm, which is much larger than the size of the heat

source. It is important to note that optimizing heat dissipation in such HEMT structures can be challenging

because it is difficult to strictly follow the fixed structure to fill HTC materials. However, backside via holes

and other heat dissipation structures can improve the capability of devices.39 In our study, we aim to derive

more general physical laws by abstracting the thermal problem in HEMT structure and provide insights into

future heat dissipation optimization.

The heat conduction process in GaNHEMTs is a typical thermal spreading process which can be abstracted

to a 2Dmodel as shown in Figure 2. The structure has a width denoted byw and a thickness denoted by t. At

Figure 1. Typical structure of GaN HEMTs
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the top of the system, there is a heat source with a small width of wg and a heat flux density of q. The rest of

the top boundary is adiabatic, and the lateral boundaries are all periodic. The lower boundary serves as an

isothermal heat sink with T = T0. In this study, wg is set equal to w/100, and t/w is set as 40. This set of

parameters ensures a strong ballistic effect and thermal spreading effect.9 Initially, the system is full of sub-

strate material with a low thermal conductivity. Then, the HTC material is filled in the system, and the opti-

mization objective is to find the HTCmaterial distributions that can minimize the system’s temperature at a

given filling rate 4. The ratio of the thermal conductivity of the filled material to the substrate material is set

to kf/ks = 500, which is large enough to make the results clear and intuitive. According to the kinetic theory,

the relation between the phonon MFP l and thermal conductivity is k = 1
3 Cvgl, where C is the specific heat

capacity and vg is the phonon group velocity. The phonon MFP of the substrate material is selected as

250 nm in the calculation, but the selection of the absolute value will not affect the optimization process.

The micro-nano-scale dimensions of t and w, along with the comparable MFP of phonons, result in prom-

inent ballistic effect that enhances thermal spreading thermal resistance. To characterize the strength of

the ballistic effect, two Knudsen numbers, Knt and Knw, are defined as Knt = lf/t and Knw = lf/wg, respec-

tively, where lf is the MFP of the filled material. For the current system, the relationship between Knw
and Knt is fixed, with Knw = 2.5Knt. Therefore, in the subsequent analysis, Knt is used to represent the

strength of the phonon ballistic effects in the system.

Verification by comparing with results under diffusive heat conduction

Previous research has compared the optimization results of the volume-to-point problem under diffusive

heat conduction and ballistic-diffusive heat conduction, as depicted in Figure 3.40 The Knsub and Knfill
are the Knudsen number of substrate region and filled HTC material region, respectively. HTC materials

exhibit branchless structures with larger characteristic sizes under ballistic-diffusive heat conduction due

to the size effect of thermal conductivity, in contrast to the tree-like structures observed under diffusive

Figure 2. Schematic of the optimization of material distributions for thermal spreading process

Figure 3. Topology optimization results of volume-to-point problem

(A) Diffusive heat conduction.

(B) Ballistic-diffusive heat conduction, Knsub = 0.002, Knfill = 1.
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heat conduction. However, achieving diffusive heat conduction and reducing the ballistic effect by adjust-

ing the Knudsen number of the region can be challenging, especially when dealing with HTC ratios. Even at

small Knudsen numbers for the substrate material, the ballistic effect of the HTCmaterial region can still be

significant. Moreover, reducing the thermal conductivity ratio may result in reduced optimization effects,

with materials piling up at the low-temperature heat sink without effective optimization structures.21 There-

fore, in order to further validate the method, the optimization effects of different structures under various

Knudsen numbers were compared.

Thermal simulations of different material distributions are performed with various Knudsen numbers, and

the obtained T*ave is listed in Table 1. In the table, Dist 1, Dist 2, and Dist 3 are the optimized material dis-

tributions with Knt equal to 0, 5, and 125, respectively. The results of Knt = 0 are calculated under Fourier’s

heat conduction law. The T*ave of the uniform distributions is denoted by T*ave, uni, and T*ave/T
*
ave, uni of

different distributions is also calculated to evaluate the effectiveness of the material distributions.

As shown in Table 1, for a given Knudsen number, the lowest T*ave/T
*
ave, uni occurs in the distribution opti-

mized under the corresponding Knudsen number, which proves the validity of the developed optimization

method. Moreover, for a given material distribution, T*ave/T
*
ave, uni increases with the increase in Knt, indi-

cating that the effectiveness of the filled HTCmaterials degrades with the enhancement of the phonon bal-

listic effect. T*ave/T
*
ave, uni of the branch-shaped structure under Fourier’s heat conduction law increases

markedly as Knt increases, emphasizing the significant difference in the mechanism of ballistic-diffusive

heat conduction compared to Fourier’s heat conduction law. The results underscore the importance of tak-

ing phonon ballistic transport into account for heat dissipation optimization at the micro- or nano-scale.

The following provides a detailed analysis of the reasons and mechanisms behind structural behavior at

different Knudsen numbers.

Optimization results under different Knudsen numbers

Figure 4 depicts the optimized material distributions with different Knudsen numbers, where X = x/w,

Y = y/t. Since the materials are only filled in the heat source region, the range of X for plotting is set as

[�0.02, 0.02]. The system temperatures increase obviously with the increasing Knudsen number, the

average T* of optimized systems with Knt = 0, 5, and 125 are 0.023, 0.045, and 0.41, respectively. It indicates

that the phonon ballistic effects can result in a significant increase in the thermal resistance and can

diminish the effects of filled HTC materials. Besides the temperatures, the strength of phonon ballistic

transport can have a marked impact on the optimal material distributions. As shown in Figure 4, for all con-

ditions, the filled HTC materials form a contraction-expansion structure. Whereas when Knt = 0, there are

branches in the optimized structure, which is similar to the optimization results of volume-to-point problem

based on Fourier’s heat conduction law.18–20 As Knt increases, the proportion of branch-shaped structure

declines, and the filled materials construct a whole piece of trunk structure. Also, with Knw increasing, the

HTC materials are not directly placed in the heat source region. Instead, there is a distance between the

filled materials and the heat source, and the distance increases with the increase of phonon ballistic effects.

The two patterns, i.e. the branchless structure, and the gap between the filled materials and the heat

source, can be attributed to the characteristics of ballistic-diffusive heat conduction. Since the contrac-

tion-expansion-shaped structure appears with different Knudsen number, it can be deduced that the shape

can benefit heat extraction from the heat source and is caused by the characteristics of thermal spreading

process. In the following of the paper, the different mechanisms are analyzed separately for better under-

standing of the optimization of hotspot systems in a ballistic-diffusive regime.

Table 1. The average dimensionless temperature ratio T*ave/T
*
ave, uni of different material distributions at different

Knudsen numbers

Knt Uniform Dist 1 Dist 2 Dist 3

0 100% 0.5% 1.4% 12.5%

5 100% 19.8% 10.6% 20.9%

125 100% 74.2% 60.9% 60.8%

Uniform distribution means that the material fills the design domain evenly in its initial proportions 4= 0.01. Dist 1, Dist 2, and

Dist 3 are the optimizedmaterial distributions with Knt equal to 0, 5, and 125, respectively. The schematic diagram of different

distributions is shown in Figures S2–S5.
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Influence of thermal spreading

First, we will examine the influence of thermal spreading on the optimization results by considering cases

where the Knt and the Knw are both set to zero, effectively ignoring the ballistic effect. Figure 5 compares

the temperature profiles and heat flow distributions of the systems with uniform material distributions and

optimized material distributions. It can be observed that for the case of uniform distributions, heat spreads

from the hotspot, and the heat flow forms a semicircle around the heat source, resulting in significant ther-

mal spreading resistance.9 The highest T* is 25, indicating that the total thermal resistance is 25 times as

much as the 1-D thermal resistance. For the optimized structure, the filled HTC materials form a contrac-

tion-expansion-shaped heat conduction path between the heat source and the heat sink, transforming

the thermal spreading process to nearly 1-D heat conduction, which can effectively reduce thermal

spreading resistance.41 In this case, the system temperatures drop significantly, with the highest T* chang-

ing from 25 to 0.6 and the average T* changing from 0.36 to 0.023. The results with higher Knudsen numbers

also exhibit a similar tendency.

Influence of ballistic transport

To examine the influence of phonon ballistic transport on the optimization results, the temperature profiles

and heat flow distributions with Knt = 5 and Knw = 12.5 are plotted in Figure 6. Similarly, with the heat con-

duction path formed by the filled materials, heat transport also changes from thermal spreading process to

quasi 1-D heat conduction. However, the effectiveness of the formed heat conduction path is diminished

since some phonons transport in a ballistic way.36 Phonon ballistic transport occurs at two conditions,

A

B

C

Figure 4. Optimized material distributions and temperature profiles varying with Knt and Knw
(A) Knt = 0 and Knw = 0.

(B) Knt = 5 and Knw = 12.5.

(C) Knt = 125 and Knw = 312.5.
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i.e., when the phonon MFP is comparable with the structure size and the size of the heat source, respec-

tively. The first one is the size effect related to the effective thermal conductivity of nanostructures which

mainly depends on the Knt.
35–42 As the phonon MFP is comparable with the structure size, the effective

thermal conductivity of the structure gets lower than its bulk value and decreases with its characteristic

size decreasing. Therefore, although branch-shaped structures can help to transfer heat under diffusive

heat conduction,12 they can decrease the local effective thermal conductivity which deteriorates the

heat dissipation. In this case, the optimized HTC material distributions tend to form a block of branchless

structure.40

Another size effect occurs when the size of the heat source is comparable to the phonon MFP which mainly

depends on Knw. The non-local phonon transport around the heat source can result in much higher local

temperature compared to Fourier’s heat conduction law-based predictions. Numerous experimental and

numerical studies have been conducted to investigate the phenomenon.35,43,44 During the material filling

process in the optimization, although HTC material can facilitate heat conduction, its larger MFP can also

lead to stronger phonon ballistic transport, increasing the local temperature. Therefore, there is a trade-off

between the two opposite mechanisms during optimization. As a result, when the phonon ballistic effect is

strong enough, a gap exists between the heat source and the filled HTCmaterials, and the gap increases as

Knw increases due to the enhanced phonon ballistic effect. A comparative study is performed to verify the

previously described discussion. Keeping the shape of the material distributions and the filling rate un-

changed, the HTCmaterials aremoved up to fill in the gap, as shown in Figure 7. For themodified structure,

the highest T* changes from 35 to 45, and the average T* changes from 0.41 to 0.67. The results clearly illus-

trate the influence of heat source size-induced ballistic effect on optimization results in a ballistic-diffusive

regime.

DISCUSSION

In this work, a new topology optimization method for ballistic-diffusive heat conduction is developed by

combining the phonon BTE with SIMP method. With the utilization of the developed method, the opti-

mization of HTC materials for efficient thermal spreading, a critical aspect for electronics, is examined

Figure 6. Temperature and heat flow distributions with Knt = 5 and Knw = 12.5

(A) uniform and (B) optimized material distributions.

Figure 5. Temperature and heat flow distributions with Knt = 0 and Knw = 0

(A) uniform and (B) optimized material distributions.
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across different Knudsen numbers. It is found that the filled HTC materials form a contraction-expansion

structure, which can transform the thermal spreading process around the heat source to quasi 1-D heat

conduction, effectively reducing the thermal spreading resistance. Also, the optimization results indicate

that phonon ballistic transport significantly affects the optimal material distributions. With the enhance-

ment of phonon ballistic effects, the size effect makes the branch structure less effective and only trunk

structures appear in the optimized distributions. Also, the ballistic effect with the heat source size com-

parable with phonon MFP can significantly increase the local temperature compared with Fourier’s heat

conduction law-based predictions. Thus, the HTC materials tend to be filled around the heat source with

a gap instead of being filled directly in the heat source region in a ballistic-diffusive regime. The findings

of the work can provide a more in-depth understanding of thermal spreading process in a ballistic-diffu-

sive regime and the developed optimization method can be helpful for thermal management of

advanced microelectronic chips.

Limitations of the study

At micro-nano scales, thermal resistance at material interfaces can lead to temperature jumps and impede

heat transfer. The presence of HTC materials for heat dissipation can create thermal boundary resistance

(TBR) at the filling-substrate interface, which can have a detrimental effect on optimization results. Incorpo-

rating TBR into the optimization process with SIMP requires further research. Moreover, practical devices

like GaN HEMTs often contain heterostructures, which necessitate the development of optimization

methods capable of handling multi-material and multi-hotspot systems.

STAR+METHODS

Detailed methods are provided in the online version of this paper and include the following:

d KEY RESOURCES TABLE

d RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

B Lead contact

B Materials availability

B Data and code availability

d METHOD DETAILS

B Phonon Boltzmann transport equation

B Topology optimization

Figure 7. A comparative study of the influence of ballistic effect of heat source under Knw = 312.5

(A) the optimized distributions, (B) the modified distributions.
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METHOD DETAILS

Phonon Boltzmann transport equation

At micro- and nano-scale, heat conduction is controlled by the phonon BTE. The steady-state phonon BTE

under single-mode relaxation time approximation can be expressed as:

v!g $Vf =
f0 � f

t
(Equation 1)

where v!g is the group velocity, f is the phonon distribution function, f0 is the equilibrium Bose-Einstein dis-

tribution, and t is the relaxation time.45 In this paper, the discrete ordinate method (DOM) is adopted to

solve the phonon BTE. This method was originally used to solve the thermal radiation transfer equation

and has also been proven to be a high-precision approach for the numerical solution of the phonon

BTE.46–49 The whole computational domain is discretized into a 40 3 1600 grids, which ensures adequate

spatial resolution. In DOM, in analogy to photons, the phonon radiation intensity is defined by summing the

contributions of phonons with different phonon branches:

I = vgfZuDðuÞdu (Equation 2)

where u and D(u) are the angular frequency and phonon density of states, respectively. Then, the phonon

BTE can be rewritten in the form of equation of phonon radiative transfer (EPRT):

s!$VI = kðI0 � IÞ (Equation 3)

where s! is the unit direction vector, I0 = vgf0ZwDðwÞdw is the equilibrium phonon radiation density, and

k = 1/l is the extinction coefficient, which is the inverse of the MFP.50 For numerical solving in DOM, the

solid angle space is discretized into N control angles, and the equation becomes:

s!i $VIi = kðI0 � IiÞ; i = 1; :::;N (Equation 4)

where s!i is the unit direction vector, and Ii is the phonon radiation density in i-th solid angle .51 The energy

conservation equation can be expressed as:

k

 XN
i = 1

wiIi � 4pI0

!
+ _qs = 0 (Equation 5)
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where wi is the weight factor for the i-th solid angle, and _qs is the heat source per unit volume. By simulta-

neously solving the EPRT and energy conservation equation, the local phonon radiation density and tem-

perature can be obtained. In this paper, the local temperature is calculated based on the equivalent

phonon radiation intensity,52 that is:

4sphononT
4 =

XN
i = 1

wiIi (Equation 6)

where sphonon is the phonon Stefan-Boltzmann constant. The dimensionless temperature T* is introduced to

eliminate the influence of the absolute value of parameters. By calculating the ratio of thermal spreading

thermal resistance and the thermal resistance of one-dimensional heat conduction,9 T* is defined as:

T� =
ðT � T0Þwks

qwgt
(Equation 7)

Topology optimization

By using the DOM to calculate the system temperatures, topology optimization can be initiated to optimize

HTC material distributions. The core idea of topology optimization is transforming design variables from

discrete to continuous, allowing for the direct use of optimization methods for continuous variables.27,53,54

Among the different transformation techniques, SIMP is an effective approach widely used in topology op-

timizations. SIMP sets the discrete design variable as a power function with respect to continuous relative

density rwhich ranges from 0 to 1.55,56 For thermal optimizations based on phonon BTE, the corresponding

design variable is the extinction coefficient. Therefore, the extinction coefficient of any point in the domain

can be expressed as:

k = ks + ðkf � ksÞrP (Equation 8)

where ks and kf are the extinction coefficients of the substrate material and the filled material, respectively.

The parameter p is the penalty coefficient used to penalize intermediate density values between 0 and 1 in

the optimization to make r closer to the endpoint values, i.e., 0 or 1. In this work, p is set to 3.53 To improve

the numerical stability of the optimization, an explicit constraint on the global gradient of r is also em-

ployed in the objective function to limit the change of r.57 The optimization problem can be written in

mathematical form as:

min
0% r%1

: g = ð1 � aÞ Tave

Tave;ref
+a

R ðVrÞ2dA
A

s:t: : si$VIi = kðI0 � IiÞ; i = 1; :::;N

k

 XN
i = 1

wiIi � 4pI0

!
+ _qs = 0

4sphononT
4 =

XN
i = 1

wiIi

k = ks + ðkf � ksÞrPZ
rdA%4A

(Equation 9)

where Tave is the average temperature of the system, Tave, ref is the preset reference temperature, a is the

weight of the global gradient of r, A is the area of the design domain, and Vr is the dimensionless global

gradient of r. In the optimization, a is set as 0.001, which is beneficial to reduce the transition area but does

not affect the optimization results.40 The optimization process for Equation 9 is shown in Figure S1. The

main procedures include: (1) initialization: discretize the design domain and set initial values for r; (2)

system reanalysis: calculate the k distributions using the SIMP method, solve the phonon BTE, obtain

the temperature fields and objective function; (3) sensitivity analysis: calculate the derivatives of the objec-

tive function and the constraint function with respect to the design variable; (4) design update: according to

the derivatives, determine the step size and update the design variable under constrain conditions; (5)

judgment of convergence: when the convergence condition is satisfied, finish the iteration, otherwise

repeat steps (2) – (4). In the optimization procedures, the sensitivity analysis is carried out using adjoin

method, and the design update is realized by moving asymptotes method.58 The convergence criterion
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is set as |rj/rj�1| % 0.001, where j and j � 1 represent the current iteration step and the last step, respec-

tively. The filling rate 4 is set as 4 = 0.01, and the initial value for r is set equal to 4, i.e., the HTC materials

are uniformly distributed in the system. Such a choice of 4 ensures that the optimization produces efficient

structures.21 The topology optimization module and radiation in participating media module, available

in the commercial software COMSOL, are utilized in this research. These modules enable to model the

optimization process and the BTE separately, thereby facilitating the completion of the optimization

calculations.
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